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ABSTRACT

A wireless mesh network is described. The mesh network
uses a plurality of data communications nodes that are
organized in a tree-like structure. The network also includes
an access server which communicates with the nodes. The
mesh network nodes are one or more root access point nodes
having a wired connection to an external network; and one
or more mesh access point nodes. Both types of nodes
communicate with an external network. Each non-root node
automatically connects to an associated parent node selected
from one or more nodes within a direct wireless communication range of the node. The node selects a parent node
based on one or more parent selection criteria from the
access server and establishes a connection to the selected
parent node. The node then calculates its routing path to the
external network. The nodes include unique identifiers and
two or more radios.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE WIRELESS
NETWORK

the needs of the application. The table below lists some types
of applications and their latency requirements.

CROSS-REFERENCES
This application is a continuation in part of Ser. No.
15/908,108 filed on Feb. 28, 2018, presently pending, which
is a continuation in part of Ser. No. 15/728,863. The application Ser. No. 15/728,863 filed on Oct. 10, 2017, abandoned on Jun. 18, 2020 was a continuation of Ser. No.
14/740,062. The application Ser. No. 14/740,062 filed on
Jun. 15, 2015, issued as U.S. Pat. No. 9,819,747 on Nov. 14,
2017 was a continuation in part of Ser. No. 13/571,294. The
application Ser. No. 13/571,294 filed on Aug. 9, 2012, issued
as U.S. Pat. No. 9,172,738 on Oct. 27, 2015, was a continuation in part of Ser. No. 12/696,947. The application Ser.
No. 12/696,947 filed on Jan. 29, 2010, issued as U.S. Pat.
No. 8,520,691 on Aug. 27, 2013 was a continuation in part
of Ser. No. 11/084,330. The application Ser. No. 11/084,330
filed on Mar. 17, 2005, abandoned on Nov. 26, 2010 was a
continuation in part of Ser. No. 10/434,948. The application
Ser. No. 10/434,948, filed on May 8, 2003, issued as U.S.
Pat. No. 7,420,952 on Sep. 2, 2008, was a non-provisional
of 60/421,930, filed on Oct. 28, 2002. The contents of each
application is hereby incorporated by reference.
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Asynchronous

No constraints on delivery time
("elastic"): e.g. email
Data is time-sensitive, but requirements
flexible in terms of delays
Delays noticeable but not adversely
affecting usability or functionality
Time-sensitive: delays adversely affect
usability. E.g. voice/video
Data delivery delays disables functionality

Interactive
Isochronous
Mission critical
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
There is increasing demand within the enterprise, the
home and within cities to employ one wireless network to
support both voice, video and data traffic. Currently, the
"voice" network, e.g. the telephone system, is separate from
the "data" network e.g. Internet connectivity and access to
enterprise data over a Local Area Network (LAN). Convergence is, as the name implies, the ability to converge these
two networks into one network, centrally managed by one
access server servicing a network of relay and leaf nodes.
The challenge lies in providing-within the same wireless
network-the ability to address potentially conflicting
latency and throughput needs of diverse applications. For
example, voice needs to be transmitted with low delay
(latency). Occasionally lost voice packets, while undesirable, is not fatal for voice transmissions. Conversely, data
transmissions mandate delivery of all packets and while low
latency is desirable it is not essential. In essence transmission across the wireless network should ideally be driven by

Description

Synchronous

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention describes an adaptive software
layer for a distributed set of wireless communication devices
that communicate with each other in a wireless network. The
software control layer addresses low latency requirements
(for applications such as voice) and high throughput requirements (for applications involving data transfer). One
embodiment of the present invention provides the software
control for wireless (devices, such as, but not limited to
Access Points, employed in a convergent enterprise network
supporting voice, video and data. A topical application of the
software control layer is a home or personal networking
environment (PAN) using Ultra Wide Band or Wi-Fi as the
communications medium. Another topical application of the
adaptive software control layer is extending wireless communication range using mesh networks for Metropolitan
Area Networks (MAN). Lastly, the software control layer is
also relevant to both home and enterprise Wireless Local
Area Networks (WLANS).

Delivery Type

50
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A wireless network provides service to a diverse set of
applications, with varied latency requirements. One
approach to make dumb wireless devices, that are nodes of
the network, more application aware by implementing QoS
(Quality of Service) reservation schemes dictated by the
application server.
Changing the rate the queue is serviced can also be
accomplished by specialized communications between wireless communication devices such as Access Point. (AP)
nodes and the access server to ensure that voice and data, for
example, are serviced at different time intervals. Unfortunately, this adversely affects scalability and redundancy of
the system: the access server is now micromanaging the
network and has become a single point of failure. A paramount concern of any network is distributed control, especially a network handling voice, video and data.
Another shortcoming of a centralized approach--central
control and central execution-is the cost of maintaining a
central control point with all intelligence and control at one
location and dumb communication devices distributed in the
enterprise. The cost of the central control point is high, and
the dumb access points are not any less expensive than smart
access points-since the smarts is in the software. Thus a
distributed approach is far less expensive-. In addition to
being more cost effective a distributed approach is more
fault tolerant and has built in fail-safe redundancy. The only
way to get redundancy out of centralized approaches is to
buy multiple central control points-an expensive approach.
Building a reliable wireless network comes with other
constraints specific to wireless. Some routing paths may be
best for voice and video, others for data. In Ethernet applications separate routing paths is easily accomplished. But in
a wireless network, operating over radio, the cost of associating and disassociating with a relay node-to switch to
new routing paths-is prohibitive. Multiple radios, supporting separate voice and data channels is possible but expensive. It is preferable, therefore, if each AP node can support
both voice and data transmissions with a one "channel".
Furthermore, mesh networks have been around for years
now, the Internet being an excellent example. Routers
exchange information about each other and build up their
routing tables, and use the entries in the routing table to
make routing decisions. Although they work, these algorithms are sub-optimal at best and are more oriented towards
wired or wire-like interfaces, which are exclusive "nonshared" communication mediums. Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPANs) pose an entirely different set of challenges for AD-HOC networks because of the following
reasons: shared non exclusive medium with finite communication channels; dynamically changing environment;
shorter distances; used by resource constrained low power
devices. There is therefore a need for an approach to solving

US 11,368,537 B2
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these sets of challenges, using a low footprint distributed
adaptive control layer that is aware of the above set of
problems.

parameters governing the characteristic of the network-and
let the AP nodes reconfigure their relationships to meet the
objectives set by the Access Server. Thus the Access Server
can control the behavior of the network without necessarily
controlling the behavior of each node of the network.
Benefits of this approach include a highly scaleable, redundant wireless network. Some other benefits include:
1. Installs out of the box. No site survey or installation
involved, since system self configures
2. Network is redundant. Mesh network formalism is supported, ensuring multiple paths.
3. Load balancing supported: Network nodes reroute data to
avoid load-congested nodes.
4. No single point of failure. If a node "dies", another
optimal routing path is selected
5. Decentralized execution: Algorithms controlling the network nodes resident in every node.
6. Central control: Setting system level "tuning" parameters
changes network configuration
7. Network application aware: latency/throughput profiles
defined in the access server
8. Application Based on the application profile in the access
server, the network configures itself to satisfy all application
requirements as best as possible.
9. Network is very scaleable-since execution is completely
decentralized
Uses of a self configuring application aware wireless
network range from providing voice/data access to warehouses, factory floors, communications with process control
equipment to home networking applications involving
voice/data/video streaming. Some applications under consideration include:
Monitoring process control equipment with a Publish/
Subscribe Stream server built on top of the wireless
network. Examples include chemical plants, medical
devices, industrial controls.
Voice over IP (VOIP) based low cost communication
devices for mobility within enterprises
Video streaming over wireless for remote surveillance.
Furthermore, another object of the embodiment of the
present invention, is to solve the problems associated with
ad-hoc wireless personal area networks by using a low
footprint distributed adaptive control layer with algorithm
that is aware of such problems (e.g. shared non exclusive
medium with finite communication charmels; dynamically
changing environment; shorter distances; used by resource
constrained low power devices).
These and other embodiments of the present invention are
further made apparent in the remainder of the present
document, to those of ordinary skill in the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, there is a need for, and an objective of the
present invention, to develop an adaptive wireless network,
based on "smart" communication devices such as Access
Points (AP) that provide embedded intelligence at the edge
of the network, are application aware and provide cost
effective distributed sensing and control of the network. An
additional objective of this invention is to allow the characteristics of the network to be set by a centralized access
server, which cart thus "tune" the character of the network
to be anything between the two extremes of low latency to
high throughput, based on the needs of applications running
in the enterprise. The invention also supports the possibility
of running multiple types of networks supporting anything
between the two extremes of low latency and high throughput, using multiple radios at each node for each distinct type
of network.
As an illustration of central control but distributed intelligence, consider FIG. 1, where the star network depicted
has low latency (See FIG. lB for the latency in the status
panel). However, since the signal strength-varies inversely
with the distance from the Access Point, as shown in FIG.
lA in the look up table (control panel) on the top left corner,
the price is poor throughput. If all devices are required to
connect directly to the root node as shown, regardless of
their distance from the root node, then the overall throughput
of the network can be low.
Since the signal strength varies inversely with the distance, it may be advantageous, from the perspective of better
signal strength and overall better throughput for some AP
nodes to connect to an intermediate AP rather than to the
root, as shown in FIG. 2C. In FIG. 2, the throughput of the
network has increased, see FIG. 2B, because two nodes are
connecting, to other nodes (relays) with an overall increased
throughput from 44.1 to 62.2. (See. FIGS. lB and 2B).
The number 44.1 is a measure of the throughput computed
based on the look up table shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 where
distance from the root causes a rapid decrease in throughput.
The throughput is expressed as a percentage, where a
connection to the root at zero distance would be the maximum possible throughput: 100%.
While the throughput increased to 62.2, the tradeoff is
more hops, resulting in a loss of latency for higher throughput. In FIG. 2, the latency has increased as a measure of the
number of hops from an Access Point (AP) to the root node.
It is 1.6, since some nodes now are 2 hops away from the
root node.
The objective of this invention is to allow the Access
Server to set some latency/throughput constraints that causes
each AP node to change their relationships to each other and
consequently the character of the network. Control parameters, set by an access server can then tune the wireless
network to provide a mix between the two extremes of max
throughput and low latency. As shown in FIG. 3, parameters
set by the access server cause the network to self configure
providing an average latency to 1.3 from 1.6. (See FIGS. 3B
and 2B). Even though the throughput has reduced from 62.2
to 57.0%, it is still better than 44.1, the case in FIG. 1.
The approach taken to modify the network is completely
decentralized-the changes in the network take place with
algorithms running in each AP node. The Access Server does
not change the characteristics of each node, it simply sets the
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In order to more fully describe embodiments of the
present invention, reference is made to the accompanying
drawings. These drawings are not to be considered limitations in the scope of the invention, but are merely illustrative.
FIG. 1 illustrates a wireless network in star configuration,
with low latency but poor throughput according to an
embodiment of the present invention; FIG. lAillustrates the
control panel; FIG. lB illustrates the status panel and FIG.
1C illustrates the wireless network.
FIG. 2 illustrates a wireless network with improved
throughput but poor latency according to an embodiment of
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the present invention; FIG. 2A illustrates the control panel;
FIG. 2B illustrates the status panel and FIG. 2C illustrates
the wireless network.
FIG. 3 shows the result of how wireless network self
configures to meet Access Server requirements according to
an embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 3A illustrates
the control panel; FIG. 3B illustrates the status panel and
FIG. 3C illustrates the wireless network.
FIG. 4A indicates terminology for variables used by
parent selection and load balancing algorithms according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4B illustrates Routing paths selected for maximizing
throughput according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates Routing paths selected for low latency
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 illustrates how progressively changing the latency
cost factor affects the network configuration according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 illustrates how node increases its Cost of connectivity from 0 to 3 to reduce congestion according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 illustrates how progressively increasing the cost of
connectivity causes children to seek other routes according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 9 shows the modeling of both the DCF and PCF
algorithms described, based on 802.llX specifications
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 illustrates how the worst timing constraint for an
isochronous PCF mode would be 5 T according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 11 shows the Key distribution for AES symmetric
private key distribution under PKI for distribution according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 12 illustrates ACG RTOS running algorithms in Intel
PXA250 emulation environment according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 13 illustrates the process for low footprint code
generation from Java or C, with ACG RTOS library components according to an embodiment of the present inventi on.
FIG. 14 illustrates the implementation of a method to
generate low footprint code from Java according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 15 illustrates an implementation of a complete
system including three components of one product offering,
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 16 illustrates an implementation of a Dynamic
Channel Allocation Scheme to ensure non-interfering radio
channel selection (enlargement) according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 17 illustrates an implementation of a Dynamic
Channel Allocation Scheme to ensure non-interfering radio
channel selection according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 18 illustrates an implementation of a Dynamic
Channel Allocation Scheme to ensure seamless roaming in
a multi hop mesh network according to an embodiment of
the present invention.

embodiments. The description and drawings are for the
purpose of illustration and not limitation. Those of ordinary
skill in the art would recognize variations, modifications,
and alternatives. Such variations, modifications, and alternatives are also within the scope of the present invention.
Section titles are terse and are for convenience only.
The object of this invention is a new type of wireless AP
nodes that:
Configure them selves based on considerations, set by the
access server for the network.
Support automatic load balancing: AP nodes avoid data
congestion hot spots.
Support fail over: if one node dies, nodes connected to it
automatically switch to another.
Is fully functional when powered up: no installation
procedure or site survey required.
Support software upgrades to them selves through a
communications interface
Support both isochronous and asynchronous application
requirements in the same network
Support the wireless equivalent of switches
Supports centralized control and is application aware
based on settings provided by the access server.
Each AP Node is implemented as a self-contained embedded system, with all algorithms resident in its operating
system. The normal day-to-day functioning of the AP node
is based entirely on resident control algorithms. Upgrades
are possible through a communications interface described
later.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC
EMBODIMENTS
The description above and below and the drawings of the
present document focus on one or more currently preferred
embodiments of the present invention and also describe
some exemplary optional features and/or alternative
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There are three typical components of the system proposed. In FIG. 1:
1. The Access server (10) "manages" the network, by
setting control parameters for the network
2. The "Root" Node (20), is connected to the Access
Server through an Ethernet link
3. Wireless communication Devices such as AP nodes
(30) that connect to the Root or other AP nodes devices
to form a communications path terminating at an Ethernet link.
To enable voice and data types of requirements to be
serviced satisfactorily within the same network configuration, the access server (10) maintains a list of applications
and their latency and throughput requirements. Based on
those application "profiles", the access server (10) sets the
Network "profile" that each wireless communication device
(30) in the network strives towards.
In one implementation of the invention, the root node (20)
acts as the interface between the wireless communication
devices (30) and the Ethernet. All Wireless devices (30)
communicate to the Ethernet-through a root node (20),
which is has a radio interface and an Ethernet link.
In that implementation of the invention, other wireless
communications devices or AP nodes (30) have two radios:
one to communicate with its clients which includes wireless
devices such as laptops, VOIP wireless phones etc. Clients
to one AP node (30) also include other AP nodes (30)
connecting to it. In FIG. 4B, for example, Node 002 has
nodes 005, connected to it. In addition all nodes (30) may
have local clients-laptops etc.--connected to them
directly. Each node, therefore, is dual purpose: It acts as a
relay node-relaying traffic from a (child) node and also acts
as an Access Point to local devices. In this implementation
of the invention, redundancy is assured because of the mesh
characteristic of the network.

US 11,368,537 B2
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In an alternate implementation of the invention, all Wireless AP Nodes are roots-they are all wired, in this case the
network is not a mesh network and redundancy is dependant
on having a large number of nearby AP nodes. However
there is still communication between the nodes so load
balancing and wireless switching, as described later, is
supported.
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Description of Variables Used by Algorithm
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FIGS. 4A, 4B, describe the variables used by the algorithms. With reference to FIG. 4A, some relevant variables
are:
NI: Node Index: the unique identifier for each wireless
communication node
PN: Parent Node Index: Node Index for a node connects
to in order to transmit data, For example, in FIG. 4B,
the parent of Node 005 is 002.
RP: Route Path. In FIG. 4B, the route path for 005 is 000
002 005, its connection route.
NP: Number of parents available: Each Node has choices
regarding which parent it selects to connect to, based on
latency/throughput requirements. In FIG. 4B, Node 005
can connect to 004, 001, 002, and 000 (the root), all of
whom are within the wireless range.
NR: Number of unique paths some of the parents may be
children of another node in the list of NP. NR is
therefore the list of unique roots the node has. In FIG.
4B, 001 is a child of 005. The number of unique roots
is therefore 3.
AC: Number of Active children. This is the number of
immediate children a node has: in FIG. 4B, Node 005
has 3 children: 005, 001, 008
ND: Number of Descendants: Child nodes may also have
their own children. ND is the total number of descendants that are connected, directly or indirectly to the
parent node.
CO: Cost to connect. When a node is congested it raises
the cost of connectivity for a prospective child, thereby
dissuading new connections till the congestion is alleviated. The cost to connect is a number transmitted to
the child node. It is related to the level of congestion
LR: Load on Route, is the total communications traffic
(load) from all children and their descendants that a
Node sees. Thus in FIG. 4B, the LR for Root Node 000
will be all nodes connected to it, directly on indirectly.
This information is needed to determine if a particular
parent can support the communication needs (load) of
a new child node
CC Load Capacity is the amount of communication traffic
or load that the node is capable of handling. It will be
driven by the buffer size of the node-since data from
a node's children is typically buffered before being
retransmitted to the node's parent.
LC Load from Children: This is the sum total of all traffic
being passed on from children to their parent for
retransmission to the parent's parent. In FIG. 4B Node
002 has load from children 005, 001, 008. Each of those
nodes may have children with their loads.
LL Local Load: In addition to servicing children, each
node may also be servicing individual clients that
comprise their local load. For example, Node 002
services three child nodes. But in addition, there could
be laptops in its vicinity that connect to it directly. They
constitute a local load.
LS Local Signal Strength: is related to signal strength that
a node sees from its parent. It is actually the throughput

expected based on the actual signal strength seen by the
radio and is computed based on a look up table as
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.
GT Global Throughput: This is the product of all throughputs each node along the route provides. Nodes connected to the root have a throughput related to LS. Thus
the throughput of Node 002 in FIG. 4B is 79%, based
on the throughput table shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 and its
distance from the root.
The Global Throughput of Node 005 is (LS to Node
002)*( GT of Node 002)~0. 79*70~0.55
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Description of Parent Selection Algorithm
Since there is no central point of control in a distributed
system, the same algorithms, running in every node, must
determine what is best, based on the information it received
from the Access Server and other nearby nodes. Much of this
relates to selecting correct "route" or path to the root node.
As an illustration, in FIG. 4B the route for Node 005 is
000-002-005. The Node 002 is the parent for Node 005
while Node 000 is the parent for 002.
Assuming for the present, that the Access Server wishes
the network to have the maximum throughput. Then, if each
node independently makes the best selection of its parentto maximize throughput-then a question arises of whether
one can be assured that the network as a whole is running as
"best" as possible,
To answer this, consider the network in FIG. 4B. If the
parameter set by the Access Server is to maximize throughput. Node 002 would examine all nodes it can connect to and
choose a parent that ensures the highest global throughput
(GT).
Since GT is product function of the LS times the GT of
the potential node. Node 005 would have examined all
potential parent nodes before selecting node 002. Similarly
Node 002 has chosen Node 000. Other nodes would yield a
lower GT. Thus, since each node is making a parent selection based on the "best" throughput, the throughput of the
network as a whole is also maximized.
Thus, each node, starting from those closest to the root
and spreading outwards maximizes its GT based on products
related to the GT at each previous node, the overall throughput of the system is the sum of all individual throughputs,
which have been maximized by the selection algorithm.
The implementation steps taken by the selection algorithm are:
1. Seek out and list all active nearby nodes.
2. Remove descendants: nodes that are connected to it, or
children of nodes connected to it.
3. Order the list: push nodes closer to the route (shorter
routing paths) up in the list.
4. Compute total throughput for each routing in the list of
connection nodes
5. Select the node that provides the best latency or max
throughput or combination of both.
6. Repeat steps 1,5 on a periodic basis.
To compute throughput, Nodes receive the following pieces
of information from all nearby nodes:
1) The current routing path of the node. This is a list of nodes
that the AP node has to connect to, in order to reach a root
node. In FIG. 4B, Node 005 has a routing path of 000-002005.
2) The current throughput of that node. The signal strength
of that node's parent as seen by the node, is correlated to a
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look up table that maps the signal strength to throughput. For
Node 002 (FIG. 4B), that is shown as 79.
Based on these two pieces of information, collected for all
nearby AP nodes, the node selects one parent node that
satisfies the requirements of low latency or high throughput.
If low latency is the issue then a short routing path is
desirable: In FIG. 5 Node 005 chooses the root node 000.
Note that the overall throughput for Node 005 is low-17%
because of the large distance away from the root node,
resulting in poor signal strength. Conversely, if high
throughput were required, Node 005 would connect to Node
002. The overall throughput for that connection is:

other nodes are acceptable potential parents, the latency
threshold will reduce their attractiveness and again Node
000 could be selected.
Combinations of both restrictions, based on the parameters set, result in networks that, address both latency and
throughput requirements. This was shown in FIG. 3, where
the overall network configuration was somewhat mid way
the two extremes. It is further evidenced in FIG. 6, where
increasing the latency loss threshold results in progressively
lower latency network configurations. Nodes circled in each
snap shot of the simulation show movement towards shorter
routing paths as the latency cost factor is progressively
increased.

10

Throughput (Node 002-Node OOO)*Throughput
(Node 005-Node 002): 0.79*0.70~0.55.

At the end of step 4, the global throughput---computed as
a product of the local signal strength to that potential parent
node and the GT of the potential parent node-is computed
and compared for each potential parent in the list of nearby
nodes. The one with the highest throughput wins.

15

20

Controlling Network Latency/Throughput
The section on the selection of the parent assumed that
only maximizing throughput was the sole objective. Often
there is a tradeoffbetween low latency and high throughput
as evidenced in FIGS. 1, 2, and 3. Since each AP node is in
all likelihood supporting, multiple applications with diverse
needs, the access server setting is probably not either
extreme but something between low latency and max
throughput.
The aforementioned describes the algorithm for maximized throughput. For lowest latency, the choice of parent is
restricted to the parent with the highest throughput with an
upper bound on the number of hops the parent is away from
the root. There are two ways in which the Access Server can
control the latency of the network:
1. Place an upper hound on the number of hops admissible
for any node-this forces nodes on the fringe of the network
to choose shorter path routes. This approach acts a cut of it
forces nodes at the fringe of the network towards selecting
low latency routes, regardless of the loss in throughput. In
terms of the routing algorithm, this translates to computing
the throughput for selecting a parent with the highest
throughput that fall in a group with latency better or equal
to the upper bound.
2. Define a latency loss threshold whereby selecting a longer
route path requires throughput gain to more than offset the
loss of latency:
Throughput (Longer Route)+
Latency_loss_threshold>Throughput (Shorter
route)

If the latency loss threshold is set high, the choices a node
in selecting its parent is restricted, to nodes closer to the root,
with shorter route paths. In contrast to the cutoff approach
this approach is more forgiving: Selecting a longer path is
allowed if throughput gains in choosing a longer routing
path offset increased latency. In terms of the routing algorithm, this translates to computing the throughput for all
nearby nodes.
Reference is now made to re-examining the parent selection process with latency restrictions in place. With reference to FIG. 4B, ifthe latency restriction of the first type is
enforced, and the maximum number of hops allowed for any
node is set to 1, then the list of accessible nodes is reduced
to node 000. Alternatively, or in conjunction with this
restriction, if the latency threshold is set high, then even if
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Automatic Load Balancing
Described thus far is how the parent selection process
takes into account latency/throughput criteria set by the
access server. However, one must also take into account how
the system behaves under load, when the load increases at
one node, causing congestion.
Since this is a distributed system, each node is responsible
for selecting a parent that can service it satisfactorily-it is
not part of a congested route. During the selection process,
the connect cost associated with selecting a new parent is
supplied by the parent. Thus a congested route will have a
higher connect cost than a less congested route-and a lower
throughput. The routing algorithm selects the parent with the
highest throughput. As its connect cost increases a congested
parent is increasing less attractive.
In FIG. 7, the cost of connectivity is raised from 0 to 3,
resulting in one node "leaving" in favor of a better route. As
the cost of connectivity is progressively increased, more
nodes select alternate paths as evidenced in FIG. 8.
Increasing the cost of connectivity acts as an incentive for
nodes to find other routes, but does not prevent a child node
from continuing its association. This ensures that all child
nodes are serviced always. Additionally, the cost of connectivity is increased only until all child nodes that have the
option to leave have left-for example, in FIG. 7, the cost
in increased only while child nodes that have multiple
alternate route are still attached to a congested parent node.
In other words, there is no reason to increase the connectivity cost for child nodes that have no alternate route and are
"stuck" with the current congested parent node.
As the load is balanced, the congestion is reduced and the
cost of connectivity is gradually reduced, enabling the child
nodes that left to return. If this is not done, then nodes
leaving one parent would contribute to congestion elsewhere, resulting in increased cost of connectivity elsewhere
and system instability.
One characteristic of a mesh network is the ability for
nodes to select alternate routes, in case one node fails or
becomes congested. As shown in FIG. 7, each node, when
computing, the throughput of nearby nodes, also infers from
the routing path for those nodes, how many alternate paths
are available to it. This is done by examining the routing
paths of each nearby node and classifying them based on the
node that connects to the root.
In FIG. 7, Nodes 002 and 004 connect to the root-as do
other nodes shown in one embodiment with a color indicated
square on their top left corner (40), for instance this may be
a blue square. Node 005, therefore, can have two routing
paths: 000-002-005 and 000-004-005. Other nodes may also
have multiple paths, but may not find a parent that, if it
accepts them as child, has the capacity to service them,
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based on their current load. Hence, some of the nodes show
one parent and one route, in another color indicator, for
instance red (50).
It is desirable to configure the network to ensure all nodes
have alternate paths. This is achieved by increasing the
number of nodes connecting to the root. The access server
can force this by increasing the latency cost factor, resulting
in nodes that can connect to the root directly to do so rather
than through another node closer to them to the root. This
was described earlier as depicted in FIGS. 4, 5, and 6. It can
also force some nodes to work in either low latency or high
throughput modes-in FIG. 7, the check box for each node
(checked in each case) depicts that each node is currently in
high throughput mode, working within the constraints set by
the access server.
By controlling the latency cost factor, or the upper bound
of the max hops, the access server can change the configuration of the network resulting in a higher redundancy of the
system and less likelihood of load congestion hot spots.

As a result the redundancy and fail safe nature of the
wireless network has been adversely affected.
Congestion in FIG. 7 is being caused by the fact that there
is only one root node transporting all wireless traffic to the
wired network. Clearly, another root node would improve
the fail safe nature of the network.
Algorithms have been implemented that reside in the
device and periodically check to see what potential associations are possible. If the number is reduced to one then a
warning (shown in red) is forwarded to the Network Management System. The system administrator is then advised
to add another root node to preserve the fail safe nature of
the network. Note that this type of warning is coming from
the edge device to the management system and without the
algorithm in place, the management system would not know
that a problem existed
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Dynamic Channel Allocation and RF Interference
Control
20

Real World Constraints to Load Balancing
Algorithm
Implementation of the load balancing algorithm on the
wireless devices, required modifications to the connect cost
algorithms based on real world constraints. Wireless devices
communicating with devices running the load balancing
software may not all be running the same software. As an
example, consider the case where the load balancing software is loaded on wireless Access Points but not on laptops
communicating with the access points. Clearly, the laptop
has no way of knowing that the connect cost has increased
and therefore will continue to "stick" to the access point
The load balancing algorithm has therefore been modified
to work where there is no communication regarding connect
cost by the following approach: When the load exceeds a out
off threshold, the Access Point (or other wireless device
performing load balancing) will drop its signal strength to
the lowest possible-thereby dissuading clients such as
laptops from associating with it and encouraging them to
seek another association with a higher signal strength access
point.
Since the laptops seek the access point with the highest
signal strength, this is a necessary hut not sufficient cause for
a re-association: some laptops may continue to "stick" to the
access point, due to proximity or a sticky algorithm. The
Access Point must therefore forcibly disassociate the laptop.
After disassociating all the stations that it needed to, in
order to shed load, the access point can gradually increase its
signal strength to attract back some the stations that it
disassociated. Those that did not find other associations, will
return, almost immediately after association, and the access
point takes them back because despite the lowered signal
strength, these devices have no place to go.
This load balancing algorithm has been implemented and
demonstrated to shed load by moving one laptop from one
root node to another when overloaded by two laptops on the
same root node.
Monitoring the Health of the Network
By controlling the latency cost factor, or the upper bound
of the max hops, the access server can change the configuration of the network resulting in a higher redundancy of the
system and less likelihood of load congestion hot spots. In
FIG. 7, Node 002 is shown congested and available "parents" that will accept it are reduced to 1 (shown in red (50)).
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Managing the throughput of voice, video and data traffic
in a wireless network is complicated by the nature of the
wireless medium. Since wireless is a shared medium, all
traffic can potentially interfere with other traffic on the same
radio channel-at any point in time only one device can be
active on any one given channel. This limits the bandwidth
in cases where high bandwidth traffic (e.g. video) needs to
be transported or when there are many devices on the
network.
One solution is to allocate different channels to devices
communicating on different portions of the network. For
example, in FIG. 10, each of the 3 sub networks shown in
Red (70), Black (80) and Blue (90) circles can communicate
on one channel internally and another channel externally
through the parent-that is part of the other BSS.
An algorithm to define what the best channel allocations
should be between devices and their parents has been
devised and shown in FIG. 16 and in FIG. 17. The algorithm
sends out a beacon on all channels to inform all neighboring
devices that it is intending to select a channel. All neighboring devices-that can hear the beacon-respond over the
wired network with the channel numbers they are using. The
algorithm then takes care to select a channel, from a list of
available channels that does not conflict with channels
selected by neighboring devices
Dynamic Channel Allocation and Seamless
Roaming Requirements
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A situation can occur when, as shown in FIG. 18, some
overlap between neighboring channels is called for. One
reason for this is seamless roaming where a laptop leaves
one wireless area and enters another adjoining area. If the
signal strengths are managed, so that the overlap between
adjoining areas is minimized, then adjoining areas can share
the same RF channel and yet cause a reduction in bandwidth.
Further, devices moving from one region to another will do
so without having to change channels, which is time consuming and hence disruptive.
The algorithm implemented addresses the case where
siblings of a multi layered wireless network are to be
assigned the same channels. In FIG. 18 BSS [1,1] and [1,2]
share the same channel for access by their client stations.
Also BSS [2,1], [2,2], [2,3] also share the same channels for
seamless roaming by their client stations. The implementation of the algorithm therefore requires that when one sibling
makes a channel assignment, ALL adjoining siblings have to
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make the same channel assignment. The channel selection
process therefore requires a list of all neighboring nodes for
all siblings and their RF channels. This extension has been
incorporated into the channel allocation algorithm.
Protocols for sharing this information have been implemented and tested. Appendix A hereto describes the 802.11
Infrastructure Control Layer Protocol version 2.0. In addition, Appendix B hereto describes in another embodiment of
the present invention, a distributed adaptive control algorithm for ad-hoc wireless personal area networks.
Note that seamless roaming requires that the Wireless AP
shown in FIG. 18 have incorporated the features needed for
switching-that is auto discovery of new clients in its BSS.
Else messages being sent to a new client (previously connected to another BSS) will not be forwarded to the client,
now part of the another BSS. The wireless equivalent of a
wired switch has been implemented and is covered in a
subsequent section.

Each child must be serviced by the parent in a regular and
predictable time interval
The amount of data transferred is relatively fixed-else it
will affect the time interval.
The algorithm to service Isochronous Application has also
been implemented. In FIG. 10, there are two service cycles.
One service cycle (70) services 3 children, the other one (80)
5 children, one of which is the parent node of the three
children in the first service cycle (70). In each service cycle,
each child is visited at a regular interval defined by 1) the
time interval between each switching from one child to
another and 2) the number of children in each service cycle.
Thus ifthe parent of the red service cycle (70) spends 10
ms with each child, it will revisit each child every 3*10=30
ms. Data from each child cannot then be retrieved at a rate
faster than once every 30 ms.
Having retrieved the data, it will sit at the buffer of the
parent, until the parent is serviced (the black (80) circle).
Since there are 5 children in that service cycle, the service
period is 5*10=50 ms.
Since both service cycles are running independently of
each other with no synchronization, it is impossible to
predict when the parent in either service cycle will service
its children. It can be stated, however that each child in
service cycle marked red (70) (005, 001, 008) will have data
transferred to the root at best every 30 ms and at worst every
50 ms. In other words, in the isochronous network, the worst
time interval is the maximum time period of all service
cycles.
If it is assumed that, to ensure multiple routing paths,
there are more nodes connected to the root, then the service
cycle will be driven by the number of 1 hop nodes, in this
case 5. Note that the network configuration is set for high
throughput. In this configuration the worst service cycle is 5
T. Ironically, the network configuration for a "low latency".
Isochronous network would have been 9 T, will all nodes
connected to the root. In other words, in the case of
isochronous networks, the algorithm proposed provides a
better service cycle and a better throughput. In general,
splitting the number of nodes into two or more service cycles
will improve the service cycle. The high throughput mode
setting for the routing algorithm makes that happen naturally.
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Asynchronous Application Data Flow
20

Algorithms that show how data from nodes will flow to
the root node have been modeled for both high throughput
and for low latency requirements. High throughput data flow
requirements are discussed first.
To service asynchronous applications each node services
its children in a round robin manner, ensuring that all
children are serviced in sequence. But to ensure that all
children receive at least one service request, each recently
serviced child must wait for at least another child to be
serviced before it can be serviced again. Additionally, some
child nodes servicing applications with higher priority will
be serviced before others.
In one implementation of this algorithm, related to this
invention, the priorities may be stored in the Access server
and different applications fall into different priority buckets.
By changing the priorities in the Access Server, applications
with higher priority are serviced before other competing
applications with a lower priority. Also with a priority
bucket, applications with more data to transfer are serviced
first.
In another implementation, the determination regarding
which child to service next is based on which child needs
servicing the most. This is determined by examining the load
of each child, each time; the node services its children. It is
done each time because:
Child nodes may have made other connections, if load
balancing is also active
Child nodes data may have changed--data with short time
to live, will have been removed
The node then makes the decision to service the child with
the highest need, in a priority bucket, provided it has not
serviced that same child most recently. This is simply to
avoid any one child from "hogging" all the attention.
This proprietary PCF (Point Control Function) implementation worked well for asynchronous applications, when
compared to 802.lla standard DCF (Distributed Control
Function) approach that was also implemented for benchmarking reasons as shown in FIG. 9. The PCF protocol
implemented per the approach described above was approximately twice as fast, largely because nodes did not have to
deal with delays caused by collision avoidance contention
window delays required for wireless transmissions in a DCF
mode.
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Isochronous Application Data Flow
Isochronous applications require more deterministic service intervals that are less sensitive to variations ofload. The
algorithm described above is not suitable when:

65

Internal Traffic Flow/Wireless Equivalent of
Switching
Referring again to FIG. 10, Nodes 005, 001, 008 are
children of Node 002. The red oval (70) indicates that these
form a "family". In the technical parlance of 802.11, they are
a "Basic Service Set" (BSS). Likewise the nodes in the black
circle (80) form another family or BSS.
Traffic from Node 005 to Node 001 would logically travel
to Parent 002 and then from 002 to 001. This affects the
throughput of the entire system because the traffic is buffered
in 002 and then retransmitted. If node 005 was aware of its
siblings, within its wireless range, then Node 005 and Node
001 could communicate directly over wireless. In effect this
would be a wireless equivalent of Ethernet switches.
This direct communication link between siblings (within
range) increases throughput 100%. This is so because 2
transfers of data (Source node to parent and then Parent to
destination node) are now reduced to 1 transfer (Source node
to destination node).
In this embodiment, the algorithm has been implemented
whereby traffic intended for a destination node is automatically sent to the destination node if it is within the family/
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BSS and within range. When the routing algorithm runs, the
routing paths of each nearby node is recorded to determine
the number of hops it is away from the root. From the
routing paths, the list of siblings within range can be
inferred-they all share the same parent in their routing
paths. If data intended for these siblings is received, it will
automatically be sent to the sibling, without involving the
parent.
If the destination node is not in the list of nearby siblings,
then the data has to be sent onwards to the parent node. At
that point the parent node, which "knows" its siblings, can
route traffic to one if its siblings. Thus the switching algorithm ensures that traffic is routed only as far as a parent
whose child is a destination node.

private key for all nodes was transmitted in encrypted form
to all nodes, it is impossible to decipher the common private
key without knowing the public key for the node it was
intended for. In addition, even if that public key for that node
is known, it is useless since the private key for that node was
never exchanged. The transmission of the common Private
Key is thus secure.
Secure data transmitted by one AP node will then be
encrypted with the common private key and be decrypted
only at a destination AP node. By the same token, all data
from the Ethernet to an AP node will be encrypted with the
same private key for onward transmission.
The enterprise Access Server can be used to generate a
new private key at regular intervals and transmit it to all
Wireless AP Nodes in the system. The system is thus doubly
secure.

10
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Extensions with Multiple Radios
As shown in FIG. 10, there are at least two families or
BSS in the network. Node 002 belongs to both-as a parent
of one (the red oval BSS) (70) and as a child to another (the
black circle BSS) (80). To communicate with its children,
Node 002 has one radio, and another to communicate with
its parent. There is preferably therefore, at the minimum,
two radios in each node for the system to work-One radio
to support the inward interface (the children, red oval (70))
and one to support the outward interface (the parent, black
circle (80)).
Adding more radios to the outward interface increases
throughput but also enables more freedom in making
choices related to latency/throughput tradeoffs. For
example, suppose that some traffic requires high throughput
and other traffic low latency. If the compromise approach
described in this invention is unacceptable because the range
of requirements are too high, then two radios for the outward
interface can reduce the range of requirements: One radio
will address more of the low latency traffic with a low
latency traffic route while the other will address the high
throughput needs with a different high throughput traffic
route. The wireless node now begins to resemble a wireless
equivalent of network routers.
The algorithms described in this invention are still applicable: only the range of applicability has changed. The
embodiment of the present invention is also relevant for
wireless routers.

Implementation of Algorithm in Firmware
20
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Security of the Network
Wireless transmissions are inherently insecure. While the
technology to encrypt/decrypt secure data exists, the problem is communication of the keys over wireless to the nodes,
from the access server. This common key distribution problem is addressed by the following embodiment of the
system.
The wireless communication devices will have, as part of
the algorithms resident in their operating system, the ability
to generate a public and private key based on the RSA
algorithm. These keys will be based on some unique identifier in the AP node-the processor Chip Serial Number as
an example.
When the Wireless device is first deployed, it will be
connected via Ethernet cable to the access server and the
node's public key will be transmitted to the Access Server.
This public key will be used by the Access Server to transmit
a common private key (using the symmetric AES encryption
algorithm) to all nodes. Since only the Access Server knows
the public key for each node, only the access server will be
able to transmit this private key. Further, since the common
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The control algorithms described above require significant resources-CPU Memory-resulting in large footprint
applications. Wireless devices and other network aware
communication devices are typically embedded systems
with low foot print requirements. A challenge that must be
addressed-if this technology is to have practical applications is how to reduce the footprint of the software control
layer to fit into embedded devices with 64 KB or 128 KB
RAM.
A self-standing executable containing some of the algorithms and support functions has been produced within a
footprint of less than 100 KB running on an Intel PXA250
Processor. Additionally in an embodiment of the present
invention, the mesh and load balancing algorithms have
been successfully ported to run on the hardware depicted in
FIG. 15, with a footprint of 64 KB.
The reason for the small footprint is that the approach of
the embodiment of the present invention to building software is to include only the portions of an operating system
needed by the programs. Thus, only functional blocks
needed by the algorithms are added to the make file needed
by the compiler to create the executable. If string functions
are not required by any procedures in the program, then the
string function library is not included when the executable is
made. In contrast, a typical embedded operating system is
more general purpose, requiring a larger footprint and possibly more CPU resources.
The language in which the algorithms are written is
currently Java, and will may also include Microsoft™.NET
languages. In the embodiment of the present invention, a
Java Class file converter has been built that takes Java Byte
Code and disassembles it to produce what is referred to
internally as R (for Real) classes. R classes are the C code
equivalent of the Java Op codes, used by a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) to run the Java program. The R classes map
to C code which is produced after examining the functional
libraries needed and adding them to the list of support
libraries needed to make an executable self standing. Once
that is completed a self-standing executable is made for the
processor.
An extensible service library of software components
needed to build complete Operating system (OS) is implemented through the embodiment of the present invention.
This component based approach to building an Operating
system from scratch enables one to select only the essential
services needed by an application when it is ported from
high level languages to small footprint embedded devices.
Since only the essential services and not an entire general
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purpose OS is included, the footprint is compact. Additionally, there is a significant (3x-6x) performance improvement
because layers of software needed to run code written in
high level languages like Java or .NET languages are no
longer needed.
FIG. 13 depicts how the approach of the embodiment of
the present invention to lean code generation differs from
more traditional approaches. On the left of the figure are the
layers or stacks needed to run Java (JVM on top oflinux) or
C (on top of a custom RTOS OS like VxWorks ). On the right
is an embodiment where Java code is examined at the Byte
code level to identify essential services. These services are
added when the Java Byte code is converted to C-by
mapping Java Op codes intended for a ATM to code blocks
from a library of C equivalent code blocks. For C code, this
means simply adding the OS service code blocks needed for
the C program to run without an RTOS below it. In both
cases, as depicted in FIG. 13, A monolith block C code is
produced, much like a Compiler would, except that all the
services are statically bound at development time and no
dynamic bindings are required at run time, as is the case with
the layered approach on the left.
Thus there is a clear migration strategy in place from high
level code generation to low level object code that includes
all the functionality provided by an operating system to
ensure that the object code is self contained.
There is implemented one version of this migration strategy where one begins with high level code written and tested
in a development environment and can swiftly ingrate it to
a low footprint executable. FIG. 14, depicts an extension to
IBM's open extensible framework for development, called
Eclipse (www.eclipse.org). As shown, there is built a framework on top of eclipse that enables one to model processes
as a flow graph, where at each node of the flow graph one
can insert code that needs to be tested. The framework is also
used to do a performance analysis of code blocks at each
node to determine where the bottlenecks are. At the end of
the debug and analysis cycle, Java Byte Code is passed on
to the Byte code converter (shown in FIG. 13) for low
footprint code generation.
Since there is no OS, there is no easy way to tamper with
the system. This approach-internally referred to as Application Specific Embedded OS software-thereby protects
the security of the algorithms and enables the algorithms to
run on low power (and less expensive) processors and with
lower (and less expensive) memory requirements.

The simulations depicted are running the same code in
each node shown in the figures. The code running in each
node has been compiled to object code for the Intel™ PX250
processor as a proof of concept (FIG. 12). It has also been
compiled to run on a embedded system development platform shown in FIG. 15.
Upgrade Path for New Algorithms
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A distributed network poses problems related to upgrading the software at each node. If the software is cast in
concrete-as in an ASIC implementation-then there is no
upgrade path available. Since the wireless standards are
evolving, this is not a practical approach.
In the description of the embodiment of the modular
approach to generating a self standing executable, it
becomes apparent that there is no migration path available to
the system to upgrade the executable easy.
This is resolved by providing a simple communication
protocol for uploading new object code into the system. This
has also been implemented as is internally called Simple
Upgrade Protocol (SUP).
When the executable is made, a simple communication
protocol is added, which, with proper authentication, using
the public key of the node, can be used upload object code
into the Hash memory of the device. A very thin boot kernel
with the AP Node and the rest of the code is remotely
installed. The boot kernel contains the simple communications protocol to upload object code and the security to
ensure that only the Access Server can access the device. By
building security at the hoot level, one ensures that all code,
loaded into the system has to be authorized-since the
security code carmot be overwritten.
Throughout the description and drawings, example
embodiments are given with reference to specific configurations. It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the
art that the present invention can be embodied in other
specific forms. Those of ordinary skill in the art would be
able to practice such other embodiments without undue
experimentation. The scope of the present invention, for the
purpose of the present patent document, is not limited
merely to the specific example embodiments of the foregoing description, but rather is indicated by the appended
claims. All changes that come within the meaning and range
of equivalents within the claims are intended to be considered as being embraced within the spirit and scope of the
claims.
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APPENDIX A
EXEMPLARY 802.1 l INFRASTRUCrURE CONTROL LA YER PROTOCOL
VERSION 2.0

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Sh:£ Limitation

Since an

E~thernel

packet can only be a maximum oft 500 bytes the maximum length

of a UDP datagrarn. so as to not cause JP fragmentation is 14 72 (1500 - 20 byte lP header - 8
byte UDP header). Every SNIP packet consists of a 8 byte SNlP header followed by
parameters. Since all IMCP functions use only 1 SNIP parameter the maximum length of the
parameter value is therefl"1rc 1462 (1472 - 8 byte SNIP header - 2 byte param length).
Pad<et Destination
AH SNIP packets (either from Access Manager or from A/P) are sent via UDP to
either the limited broadcast (FF: FF: FF: FF: FF: FF) or a chosen mi.ilticast address

(01 :00: SE: XX:XX :XX).
This 1nethod ensures that all iVP's get the message and also obviates the need for assigning
1/P addresses to every t\/P.

DEFINITIONS

NetwqrkJJ~~J~h.M211i1Q1:irn:s
Health I ndcx
The number of unique Root paths detem1ines the Health Index of an Access Point In
an "All-Rool" network the Health Index determines the degree of redundancy ofthe Access

Point's location. In an infrastructure mesh network for Relay nodes the Health Index
detennines the number of unique paths to the "wire"
· Hc~rtbe:ir!: Interval
This attribute specifies the interval at which Access Points send in a "hcmibeat" signal, that
specifies the conditions of their operations.
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Location Awan.:ness Scan Interval
This attribute specifies the interval, at which Access Points scan the '"airspace'' to
know about other Access Points in their vicinity, to determine their Health Index and for
Dynamic Load Balancing purposes.

Dynamic Load Bal_~n~c!ng
This Boolean attribute, determines whether an Access Point enables the adaptive

dynamic load balancing tunctionality during Its operalion. If enabled the Kick-in Threshold
and Delta T attributes determines the way this functionality is put to use.

Connect Cost
The Connect Cost is a value in the range [OJ] where 0 being the minimum Connect

Cost The Access Point increases its cost of connectivity during Dynamic Load Balancing,
alter it detem1ines that the load has stayed beyond the Kick-·in Threshold for a period of

Delta T units. The Connect Cost is adaptively reduced according to the load.

Delta T
This attribute determines the duration of sampling for the Access Point to determine
that the load was higher or lower than the Kick-in threshold for Dynamic Load Balancing
purposes.

Kick-in

Thn.~shold

This attribute is a percentage of the total capacity of the Access Point. This is used in
conjunction w]th Delta T for Dynamic Load Balancing purposes,

DynarnigH(h~rmgtA!h?_~.<'JJim1

Channel Number
When Dynamic Channel Allocation is disabled, this attribute specifies the channel of
operation for the Access Point

Topology

Latency Throughput Control
When zero, this instructs the Access Point to always choose a Parent, whose hop
count is lowest \Vhen non-zero, the Access Point may choose to "'tradeoft" latency for
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throughput provided ihe difference in throughput is more than Latency/Throughput TradeOff attribute.
Max Allowable Hop:s

This attribute controls the topology of the wirekss network so that, any Access Poin
is never more than Max AHowable Hops away from the "wire".
Latency/Throughput Trade-off
This attribute determines, the difference threshold for an Access Point. to choose a
parent with <nore number of hops in exchange for lower latency.

PACKET 1NFORMATION
S.IA._6,~;?_i;!_i;:L~~tl~,~gJ'{~~-~W_9!:!ti on

Direction.

AP to Broadcast/Multil:ast

\Vhen Sent

Vpon STA as:wcfo.tion

SNIP F'UNCTION ID

3

Purpos.e

To1)ology Updating

Pa:ram 0 Valm.' Format

+----+----+----+----+
'I'

I 'M' I 'C'

! 'P'

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

}

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+--~-+

STA MAC ADDRESS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
Total Size
22 Octets

6 bytes

AP Identifier
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STA Disassoc_i0Ji9_nJ~QtiJi_~_;:i,tiQn
Direction

AP to Bmadcast/1Wulticasl

When Sent

Upon ST4 disassociation

SNIP f<'UNCTION ID

4

Purpose

Topology Uptfatiug

Param 0 Value Format
+----+----+----+----+

! 'I'!

'M' I 'C'

! 'P'

I

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
STA MAC ADDRESS

I REASON
+---------+
TotaK Size

24 Octets

6 bytes

2 bytes

l

J

AP Identifier
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A~~~_§;>J\!j_mJM CP

Synchronization

Uirecfom

AP to AP

'When Sent

When an AP start~ up or during scanning

. SNIP FUNCTION ID

n
Identification~

Purpose

Health, Topology

Access Point iMCP Acknowledgement
Direction

.AP to AP

When Sent

[lpmi receipt of lMCP ~)'nc

SNIP Fl.JNCTION ID

12

Purpose

Identification, Health, Topology

Param 0 Value Format
+----+----+------!---~-.+

I

1

I' i

1

]!.!P I

'C~

! ipi

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

BSSID

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
ROOT BSSID
+----+----+----+----+----+----+
'fotal Size
l 6 Octets

6 bytes
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Direction

AP to Access Server

When Sent

Upon Ytartup mu.ifrequentl;v

SNIP FUNCflON ID

13

Purpose

To1wlogy F'ormation, Operation

Param OValue Format
+----+----+----+----+

I 'I 1 ! 'M' I 1 C 1 I 'P 1

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+--~-+----+----+

DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

}

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I CC I PC I FR I HI I CH I

5 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

BSSID[O]

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
IS[O] IN[O]

!

2 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

BSSID(l]

6 bytes

+----+----+----+~---+----+----+

IS[1j

!Nil] I

2 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
BSSID [X]

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+--~-+

I S [X] IN [:X] I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+

2 bytes

AP Identifier
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x

=PC-1

cc

===CONNECT COST (O,li2,3 with. 0 being minimum)

HI

= HEAI,TH INDEX (NUMBER OF UNJQUI<: ROOT PATHS)

FR

"'FORCE REPLY

CH

=CHANNEL

PC

=PARENT COUNT (ROOT NOUES SET PC TO 0)

Sii]

= Signal strength from Parent i

N(i]

= Noise f:rom Parent i

BSSlD!il

= BSSH> of Parent I

Total Size

21 +- 8 *PC (MIN 21, MAX 1461)

Seek Be<;.!J:..§x~n!J.~-~fl.P.QD.§S:

Server to AP

Direction

Acce.~s

·when Sent

Upon receipt of SEEK request

SNIP F'UN CHON Hl

14'

Purpose

Parnm 0 Value Format

+----+----+----+----+
I 'I'

j

'M' ! 'C'

! 'P'

I

4

byte signature

6

.bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

}

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC ADDRESS

6

bytes

6

.bytes

6

bytes

6

bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
BS SID

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
IENC IAUT ILTC I DLBIDCA I CH I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+
IDT

!MAH !LAS I ESLI KI !KTH i

AP Identifier
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+----+----+----+----+----+----+
I TO ISKL INASLIHBI l

I AUTPRT

6

bytes

I ACCPRT

6

bytes

13

bytes

WEP KEY :2

13

bytes

W'EP KEY 3

13

bytes

13

bytes

ESL

bytes

SKL

bytes

PRIMARY RADIUS

SEC

bytes

RADIUS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WEP KEY 1

!

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
ES SID
+----+----+----+----+----+----+
SHARED KEY
;

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
NAS NAME

NASL bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

ENC =ENCRYPTION TYPE
AlJT =AUTHENTICATION TYPE

ESL = ESSlD LENGTH
Kl = \VEP KEY INDJ;:X
SKL =SHARED KEY
NASL

Ll~NGTH

= NAS ID LENGTH

PRIMARY RAI)HJS =PRIMARY 802.lX RADIUS SERVER JP ADDRESS
AUTPRT ==AUTHENTICATION PORT
SECONDARY RADHJS =SECONDARY 802,lX RADIUS SERVER IP ADDRESS
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ACCPRT =ACCOUNTING PORT

JlLB =DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING
DCA
LTC

~

llYNAMIC CHANNEI, ALI)OCATION
"' LATENCY THROUGHPUT CONTROL (0 foi' Lowest Latency, t for

Trndeoff)

MAH ''° MAX ALLO\V ABLE HOPS
HBI =HEARTBEAT iNTERVAL
LAS = LOCATl ON AWARENESS SCAN INTERVAL
CH =CHANNEL NUMBER.

DT =DELTA T

KTH = HYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING KiCKlN THRESHOLD
TO =LATENCY /THHOlJGHPUT TR.l\DEOFF

AP to Access Server
When Sent

Before sc,mning

SNIP FUNCTION ID

15

Purpose

Health

Param 0 Value Format

+----+----+----+----+
I 'I' I 'M' ! 'C' ! 1 P 1 I

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC .ADDRESS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

Total Size
16 Octets

6 bytes

l

J>-

AP Identifier
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f]:gmnel Scan__i.,9gk__R~§J2QJ2~
Dirndfon

Acces.s Server to AP

When Sena:

Wfien Access Server determines

SNIP }'l3NCTION ID

16

Purpose

Health

Param 0 Value Furmat
+----+----+----+----+

I 'I' I 'M' I 'C'

4 byte signature

I 'P'

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

AP Identifier

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
6 bytes

WM MAC ADDRESS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

Total Size
16 Octets

Channel Scan Release Lock Request

Direction

AP to Access Serwtr

When Sent

After finishing scanning

SNIP i''lJNCTION ID

17

Purpose

Health

Pararn 0 Value Format
+----+----+----+----+

I 'I' I 'M 1 I 1 C'

I 1P 1 I

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes
. } AP Identifier

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
'WM MAC ADDRESS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+

6 bytes

-~
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Total Size
l 6 Octets

~~hl!!~_Del

Scan Release Lock Response

Direction

Act:·ess Seri•er to AP

"Vhen Sent

Upon receipt of Lock Release Request

SNIP I<'ONCTION ID

rn

Purpose

Health

Par:am 0 Value :Format

+----+----+----+----+

I

1

I

1

i

1

M 1 ! 'C'

I 'P'

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC ADDRESS

6 bytes

}

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM MAC ADDRESS

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
Total Size

16 Octets

6 bytes

AP Identifier
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Access Server to AP

Direction
When Sent
SNIP FlfNCTlON lU

19

Purpose

Operation

Pan.m 0 Value .Format
+----+----+----+----+

I

1

I

1

I

1

M 1 I 'C'

I 'P 1 I

4 byte signature

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
DS MAC .ADDRESS

6

bytes:

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
WM :MAC ADDRESS

~

}

AP Identifier

6 bytes

+----+----+----+----+----+----+
Total Size
16 Octets
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APPENDIXB
DISTRIBUTED ADAPTCVE CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR AD-HOC WIRELESS
PERSONAL ARlL\ NETWORKS © 1992-2003 Advanced Cybernetics Group, Inc.
AH rights reserved.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

CONVENTIONAL ROUTING PROTOCOLS

Distance-Vector Routing (DV)
Each node maintains a table of approximate distances of nodes. Nodes send the table
oul to nearest neighbors. The receiving nodes update their tables and recalculate routes using
a shortest path algorithm. Thus routing decisions arc made using sub--global approximations
and are not optimal especially in a dynamically changing environment like WPANs.

Link State Routing (LS)
Each node maintains a view ofthe entire network and broadcasts the state of the link

to its nearest neighbors. The receiving nodes update their tables and recalculate routes using
a shortest path algorithm. Pros include: widely used and commercialized; well tested; well
documented. Cons include: well suited for static environments, not f(.)r dynamic
environrnents; infrastructure oriented (dedicated hosts an.~ organized for routing); not suited
for resource constrained, low power devices

STANDARD AD--HOC ROUTING ALGORITHMS
The lETF Mobile Ad-Hoc Networking Standard (MANET) has proposed the

f()Jlm.ving AD-HOC routing algorithms.
Ueiitirmtion Sequenced Dis.tance Vector Routing (DSDV)
1!11

A version of DV adjusted for AD-HOC networks.

&

Power management is not considered

t111

Does not have dynamic adaptive load balancing

o

Convergence times can be large

'ii'

No support frff QOS
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No zonalimulti-channel suppmi

AD-HOC On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AOD'V)
•

Reactive as opposed to pro-active

e

Uses L3, hence is shielded from the MAC and PHY layers

•

Supports only one route per destination

111

Does not have dynamic adaptive load balancing
•

Power n:1anagement is not considered

e

Does not support unidirectional links

•

No support for QOS
j8>

No zonal/multi-chm1nel support

Dynamic Source Routing (DS)
•

Reactive as opposed to pro-active. Routes arc learnt on-demand and hence can

slow down the perfr'lm1ance
111

Does not have dynamic adaptive load balancing
~

•

Power management is not considered

Needs support from either the MAC layer or the network layer for including the
route infom1ation

•

No support for QOS
&

No zonal/mu]ti-charmel support

Zone Routing Protocol {ZRP)
•
&i

Divides the netwnrk into zones

Intra-zone routing is left to the implementer

•

Inter-zone routing uses a reactive as opposed to pro-active protocol

&

Does nol have dynamic adaptive load balancing
•

111

Power management is not considered

No support for QOS
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ALGORITHM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

No CentnsJ Control
AD-HOC WPAN's typically work in environments where there cannot be any level
of central intelligence as far as routing and parametric decisions are concerned. This requires
the algorithm to he truly distributed and every device mu~t be able to make decisions by

itsdt

Self-configuring
AD-HOC WPAN's by definition need to be self-configuring without having the need
for any network plan.

Self-healingtFault Tofornnt
AD-HOC WPAN's need to be self-corrective and fault tolerant.

Devices must be

. abk to change their routing decisions in real-time as soon as a path gets dogged or doses
down.

Dynamic Adapi:ive Load Balancing
The load on the network must be b~iianced fairly across aH possible paths, and this
decision must happen dynamically in an adaptive manner.

Pm-active Routing
The muting decisions need to be made on a pro-active as opposed to an on-demand
basis.

This ensures that the task of routing does not interfere with the device's primary

responsibility, which is to accomplish its own functionality"

Varied Bandwidth/QOS/Power requirements
Devices have varied bandwidth requirements, some need isochronous perfimnance
(fixed latency), and some need bounded latency, and some might be power constrained and
must use very low power for their transmissions.

Low memory footprint
The design of the algorithm must consider ahe fact that WPAN would typically
consist of low footprint resource constrained devices.
Mul.ti-Zonc/M ulti-Chmmel Su)) port
The design of the algorithm must consider the support for routing between multiple
Pico-cells or multiple network zones.
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Network fayer independent
The algorithm must not depend on the existence of a network layer protocol like IP.
The algorithm nmst directly use the services provided by the MAC sub-layer.

Efficient Topology 1,ookup and Modification
Every device in an AD-HOC WPAN plays dual roles:
e;

Accompiish its own fonctionality, which could involve sending packets either
directly or via another device. (Primary Role)

•

Fonvard packets of other devices. (Secondary Role)

The design of the algorithm must consider the fact that, the primary role of every
device on the network is to accomplish its own functionality, and routing of packets of other
devices is secondary (unless the device is a special node that is just present for forwarding)
and must not affect the perfrmnance of its primary role.

For the primary role, this means whenever the device has to send out its own data
packet, to another device the routing decision must be very fast
For the secondary role, this means whenever a device receives from another source
destined to another device, it must be able tn readily reforence the routing decisions made by
the source according to its Bandwidth/QOS/Power requirements.
When a device goes down, the topology and the routing decisions need to be
modified in real-time so Hmt network performance levels are maintained.
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TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION

The Algorithm uses control systems approach wherein every device: sends out a
broadcast hearlbeat packet into the medium, at a specified frequency.

Header
+····-·-+-· ---+-----t ----+----+----+----+----+---- +----+----+
\

ISQNR!

HOP COST

TOLL

j NC I LP

I

+----+-,.. ·---+------~----+----+----+----+----+----+----+---- +·

4

4

1

Payload
+----+ ......+....... +

i DEVICE ID jRSSII
+----+ ...... +~---+

lD SIZE

1

SQNR

=

TOLL

:::: 4 BYTE DEVICE TOLL COST

HOP COST
NC

LP

=

1 BYTE SEQUENCE NUMBER (0-255)

=

4 BYTE DEVICE HOP COST

1 BYTE NEIGHBOUR COUNT (0-255)

"' 1 BYTE LOW POWER/HIGH THROUGHPUT FLAG

DEVICE lD =DEVICE IDENTIFICATION SEQUENCE (e.g. MAC ADDRESS)
RSSI

= l BYTE RELATIVE SlGNAL STRENGTH INDEX

TOTAL SIZE OF HEAR.BEAT PACKET=== HEADER SIZE+ NC

= 11

+ NC

* (ID SIZE+ 1)

* PAYLOAD SIZE
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Sequence Number is a one-hyte counter im.::remented upon the transmission of a
hemibeat packet. This counter will v.,,rap to 0 after it reaches a value of 255.
\Vhenever a device receives a heartbeat packet, it updates the seqU('.nce number for
the source in its own tables. The device then retransmits the heartbeat packet so that other
de:ices distant from the source can also receive it. lf a device receives a hemtbeat packet
with a sequence number less than or equal to the noted sequence number for the source, the
packet is discarded.
The sequence number is significant because of the shared nature of the wireless
medium. Lets consider Figure J and a scenario \vhere node "2" has just come up.

\

rn.'

\

56

\

\

·-·-!!3

Figure 1
When the node labeled "2" sends out its heartbeat with sequence number "l" node ,

"l" and "3" wiH hear the packet and update the entry corresponding to node "2" with the
value" l ". Since both 'T' and '·'3'' have heard "2" for the first time, they both

\Vil!

retransmit

the packet so that distant devices and new devices which have just come up can receive the
heartbeat Lels assume that node "l" relays the heartbeat first Nodes "2" and 'T' would
hear the packel again. "2" would discard it because the original sender is itselt: whereas "3"
would discard it as its tables already

indicak~

sequence number'' 1" fr)r node "2""
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Now "3'' relays the packet and "4" receives it and updates its tables before retransmitting it
For a network with N nodes every heartbeat packet is transmitted N times for the first time.
Thus the sequence number helps prevent broadcast flooding for heartbeat packets.

This

mechanism is only used for the first heai1heat packet For broadcast/multicast data packets
and subsequent heartbeat packets, an optimized technique is used which is discussed below.

Figure 2

When the node "2'' sends out the heartbeat packet with sequence number "2", both l
and 3 hear the heartbeat and update the table entries corresponding to node "2". Both "l"
and "3" would then refer to the Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) tree corresponding to

node "2" as shown by the solid blue lines in Figure 2 above. According to the tree "1" does
not have any "child" and hence wiH not fon:vard the packet further" "T' on the other hand has
"4" as its child and hence will forward the packet to "4".
Hence subsequent heartbeat packets arc sent M < = N times, where Mis the number of
levels in the SSSP tree for the source node, and N is the number of.devices on the network. If
in the mean time another node comes up and hears the heartbeat for the first time, it \:\rill
retransmit the packet, but the sequence number will help other nodes discard the packet.
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Multi-zone/Multi-channel support is explained later m the document for the purposes of
brevity.

Device Ton Cost (Dtc)
The Device Toll Cost is the value charged by the device for forwarding a packet to
one of its neighbors. This value is used in determining the optimal routes. This value helps
in the dynamic adaptive load balancing of the network.

Device Hop Cost (Uhc)
The Device Hop Cost is the expense incurred every time a packet needs to be sent via
another device. This value helps in the detem1ining QO.S requirements of the node.

Low Power/H:igh Throughput Flag (Lp)
This flag is set to" 1" fr)r devices that use a routing table optimized for low power
consumption/high throughput

ALGORITHM DATA-STRUCTURES

The algorithm uses a Directed Weighted Graph (DWG) for representing the networks,
which may have unidirectional links and Un-Directed W dghted Graph (U WG) for networks
having bidirectional links only. The de:vic:es on the rn;:~twork form the set of vertices fi.1r the
graph. Based on the information in the heartbeat packet, edges are added to the graph with
an initial weight that is inversely proportional to the RSSL

Graph Representation
Traditionally graphs have been representi:~d using either adjacency matrices or
adjacency lists. Adjacency matrices offer fast 0 (J) edge lookup and modification, but tend
to be wasteful ifthe number of edges in lhe graph is a Jot less than /'i/, where N is the number
of devices. The maximum number of edges is np2 for a DWG and

nc2 for a UWG.
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Practically the number of edges N" in a WPAN would be much lesser than nP2 and hence
much lesser than

l'l number of edges, for N>= 2, nC2

< nP2.

Ne<

nc2 <

N2•

Adjacency lists on the other hand save rnemory, but offer 0 (l!f) worst-case edge
lookup and modification, where Ai is the number of edges on the lisl, and hence tend
to affect the overall routing performance. The algorithm uses. a specialized representation of
a graph that offors acceptable perfomrnncc and has lower runtime memory requirements.
A graph object in the algorithm has the following attributes.:
ii'

A vertex hash table for fast vertex lookup and modification

•

An edge hash tabk for fast edge lookup and modification

111>

A ve1tex list for vertex enumeration

&

An edge list for edge enumeration

A vertex object exists in both the graph's vertex hash table and on the graph's vertex

list A vertex object also includes an edge list for all incident edges. In addition, a vertex
o~ject

also has 2 spare link pointers through which it can exist in 2 more lists.

An edge object on the other hand exists not only on both the graph's edge hash table and the
graph's edge list, but also exists. on the fi.)llowing:
•

If un-directed, on the edge lists of both the vertices it is incident upon

•

lf directed, on the edge list of the source vertex.

Jn addition an edge object also has 2 spare link pointers through which it can exist in 2
more lists.
The 2 spare link pointers on the vertex and edge objects are helpful for algorithms that
operate: on graphs for sorting purposes. These algorithms can sort vertices/edges in any
rnanner they deem without having to allocate/free additional memory.
Graph algorithms can also save custom data pointers within the vertex and edge objects.
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Figure 3

~'igtm~

4

This specialized data structure helps answer the following questions regarding the graph
very quickly,

•

Is Vertex 'X' on the graph?

•

ls there an edge between Vertex 'X' and Vertex 'Y'? If yes what is the initial edge

cost?
•

What are the edges incident upon Veitex 'Z'?

•

Enumeration of all the edges on the graph

o

Enumeration of all the vertices on the graph

The edge and vertex lookup times are dependant on the, bucket size of the hash tables
used. The value of the bucket size can be changed as required.
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ALGORITHM OPERATION
Direct Hc:u1bcat Reception
Upon receipt of a direct heartbeat (from a source we can directly hear), the algorithm
takes the following steps:
1. Lookup vertex for the source. If the vertex is not present, create a new vertex fbr the

source and initialize its corresponding custom vertex data.
2. Lookup l.'dgc between the source and us. if an edge is not present, create a new

edgl~

between the source and us and initialize its corresponding custom edge data.

3. ff the sequence number of the heartbeat is less than or equal to the sequence number
noted in the custorn vertex data, discard the packet. End.
4. Update the RSST information and the last known good time ln the custom edge data.

5. Update the sequence number, toll cost, hop cost, and low power flag in the custom
vertex data.
6. If the source was heard for the first time (an edge was just created), then forward the

packet by re-transmitting it, and go to step 8.
7. Lookup our position on the source's SSSP tree. lfwc have nodes below us on the tree
forward the packet by re-transmitting it

8. For every payload entry
a.

Lookup vertex and create it of not present.

b. Lookup an edge bet\veen the source and the vettex, and create it if not present.
c.

Update the RSSI inforrnation and the last known good time in the custom
edge data.

In-direct Heartbeat Reception
Upon receipt of an in-direct heartbeat (from a source we cannot. directly hear), the
algoritlun takes the following steps:

i. Lookup vertex for immediate transmitter. lf the vertex is not present, create a new
vertex for the immediate transmitter and initialize its corresponding cu::;ton1 vertex
data.
2. Lookup edge between the immediate transmitter and us. If the edge is :not present,
create a new edge and initialize its corresponding custom edge data.
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J_ Lookup veitex for the source. If lhe vertex is not present, create a new ve;tex for the
source and initialize its corresponding custom vertex data.
4_ If the sequence number of the heartbeat is less than or equal to the sequence number

entered in the source vertex's custom vertex data, discard the packet End.
5. Update the RSSI infomrntion and the last known good time in the custom edge data,
for the immediate sender.

6. Update the sequence number, toll cost, hop cost, and low power flag in the custom
vertex data for the source.
7. if the source was heard for the first time (an edge was just created), then forward the
packet by re-transmitting it, and go to step 9.

8. Lookup our position on the source's SSSP tree. If we have nodes below us on the tree
fiwward the packet by re-transmitting it.
9, For every payload entry

a. Lookup vertex and create it of not present.

b. Lookup an edge between the source and the vertex, and create it if not present.
c. Update the RSSI information and the last know11 good time in the custom
edge data.

Heartbeat Tnmsmission
Before transmitting the heartbeat packet, the algorithm takes fae following steps:
i. Check the last known good iimestamp for every edge, and delete edges whose last

known good times arc greater than K

* U, where K,>=2 is a chosen constant, and U is

the heartbeat update interval chosen for the network.
2. Calculate our own Redundancy Index Rf for health indication purposes. This is done

as follows:
a. Initialize Good Nodes Count GNC to 0

b, For every vertex we can reach, using an edge incident upon us, mark the edge
as dosed, and try to'l'each the vertex using any other path. lfthe vertex can be
reached, increment GlvC.
c.

Good Nodes Ratio GNR

d.

Incidence Ratio IR '"

=

(GNCYTOTALjNCIDENT___ EDGES)

T01>1L___INCIDENT___EDGES'./(f'OTAL VERT£}{ COUNT-!)
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Rf= (GNR

* 0.6 + !R * 0.4)*100

3. For eve1y vertex compute the SSSP tree for this vertex, using the SSSP algorithm
described below.
4, Add every edge incident upon us to the heartbeat packet and send out the heartbeat
packet, with our DTC, DHC and sequence numbers.
5. Inc.rement sequence number.

Singk Source Shortest Path (SSSP) algorithm
The SSSP algorithm used here is a modified version of Dijkstra's SSSP algorithm.
The original Dijkstra SSSP algorithm uses pre-computed edge costs, where as io this
modified algorithm instead of using the edge costs, we compute the Destination Vertex Cost
Dl/C from the RSSI information, dynamically as we proceed in the algorithm.

The modified algorithm makes use of the spare links provided by the vertex and edge objects.

1. Initialize the Vertex Cost VC to cc, and the Vertex Edge VE to iVULL for all vertices,
other than the source. For the source vertex, set VC to 0 and VE' to NULL.
2. We use the two spare links provided in the ve1tex object, to form a doubly linked list
of ve1iices, without having to a!Jocate or free any additional memory. Set the source
vertex as the head of this doubly linked list, sel the Hop Count RC for the source
vertex to be 0.
3. For every vertex in lhe doubly linked list
a.

We use the two spare links provided in the edge object to form a doubly
linked Jist of edges, without having lo allocate or free any additional memory.
For every edge incident on the vertex, compute the Final Edge Cost FEC
using the equation given bel!Jv.r.
f'EC

=

{l 00 - RSSl) + HC

* DHC + TC

TC " 0 ~f HC '" 0, DTC if HC <> 0

Use insertion sort to insert the edge onto tl~e doubly linked list sorted in
ascending order of FJiC. We call the vertex in context the Control Vertex, and
the edge destination the Destination Vertex.
b. For every edge on the doubly linked list
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Compute DVC using the equation given below.
For Low Power Consumption:
DVC "' }vJA}((VC ofControl Vertex, fE'C)

Otherwise:
DVC " VC o_fControl Vertex+ FEC

11.

1f VC for Destination Vertex " oc then, set VC fr)r Destination Vertex
to DVC. VE for Destination Vertex to the current edge, HC for
Destination Vertex to HC of Control Venex + l. Go to Step iv.

m.

If VC for Destination Vertex> DVC then, set VC for Destination
Vertex to D VC, VE for Destination Vertex lo current edge, HC for ·
Destination Vertex to HC of Control Vertex + i. Remove
Destination Vertex from doubly linked list.

iv.

lJse insertion sort, to insert Destination Vertex into doubly linked

lisL
4. Create a new graph object for the SSSP tree.
5. Add every vertex in the original graph, to the SSSP tree and every vertex's VE to the
SSSP tree.

TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION

No Central Control
The implementation of the algorithm makes it clear that it is tmly distributed without
the need fix any central controL The implementer has to choose appropriate values for Kand

U depending on the physical characteristics of the network.
Self-O:mfi.guring
Any device can join the network instantly. Devices already present on the net\vork

can discover the new device after the heartbeat packet transmitted by it is propagated through
the network. The device itself can report its health using the value of Rl. This information
can help the user choose an appropriate location for the device.
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Self-Healing/Fault Tolerant
The heartbeat packets sent by the devices, make sure that the system can recover from
route and device failures.
Dynamic Adaptive Load Balancing
The devices can adaptively increase or decrease the value of their DTC, so as to
trigger changes in the SSSP trees of other devices. E.g. when a device detects that a Jot of
devices are using it for forwarding packets, it could adaptively increase its DTC so that the
traffic then flows through other devices on the network. Similarly when the device detects
that the traffic load through it has decreased, it could adaptively decr~ase its DTC.

Pro-Active Routing
The computation of the SSSP tree by every vertex, for every vertex makes the
algorithm very pro-active. This means route planning times are minimized at the time of
packet sending and frmvarding.

Varied Bandwidth/Qos/Power Requirements
The DHC value of a device changes the ;,vay in which its SSSP tree is computed. Low
latency driven devices can set DHC to a high value to rnake sure their SSSP trees are
computed with minimum number of hops. Low Pmver Flag chooses edges so as to minimize
the transmit power for the devices.

Low Memory Footprint
The specialized data structures used by the algorithm provided acceptable
performance and use reasonably lo>vv memory. For a network with very large number of
devices e.g. 10,000, the network could be divided into rnultiple zones, so as to provide
acceptable performance using low memory. Multi-Zoning is explained in the next section.

Multi-Zone/Mu.lti-Charnnel Support
A \VPAN can be divided into 2 or rnore Pico-nets using different RF channels, so as
to minimize the Interference between them. Two attractive approaches arc explained bclmv.
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.Figure 5

Figure 5 shows two Pico-nets comprising of nodes (1,2,3,4) and (5,6,7,8)
respectively. Both Pico-nets are operating on different RF channels so as to not interfere with
each other. Node 9 is a node having two interfaces, one listening to the RF channel for the
first Pico-net and the other listening to the Rf channel for the second Pico-net. Hence Node 9
is designated as the Common Device.
\Vhen Node 9 is turned off both Pico-nets can only operate independently.
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Figure 6

When Nodt'. 9 is turned on both Pico-nets can novv not only

can also use Node 9

to

,~·ork

independently, bul

route infrmnation between the Pico-nets. Node 9 ensures that the

heartbeat packets generated in both Pko-nets are forwarded to the other Pico-net. Thus
devices of both Pico-nets view the network as one combined Pico-net.

Common Router Approach
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Figure 7

Figure 7 above shows two Pico-nets comprising of Nodes (l ,2,3,4) and (5,6,7,8)
respectively. Here the Nodes 4 and 5 have been designated as Comrnon Routers. Separate Rf
channels are used for the Intra Pico-net and Inter Pico-net communications. When the

Common Routers are turned oft~ both Pico-nets can only work independently.
When the Common Routers are turned on, the Figures 8 and 9 belo\>V show the Intra Pico-net
SSSP trees of both Pico-nets respectively, Figure 10 shovvs the entire topology.
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Figure 8
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:Figure 10

The heartbeat packets transmitted by the Commun Routers are Jillerem fiJr Inter Pico-

nct and Intra Pico-net communication. For Intra Pico-net communications, the Cumrnun

Routers include only the Pico-net members they hear in their heartbeat packets. Hence for the
first Pico-net, the Intra Pico-net heartbeat sent out by 4 would include entries for Nodes L2

and 3. Even though Node 4 can also hear Node 5, the intra Pico-net will not have an entry for
Node 5.
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The Inter Pico-net heartbeat transmitted by Node 4 will include entries for Nodes
1,2,3 and 5. Hence only the Cornmon Routers will need to know about the entire topology,
whereas individual devices will only need to know the topology of their Pico-net
Whenever a device needs to send a packet io a device that is outside its Pico-nel, the packet
is sent to the Common Router for that Pico-net.

Network Layer Independent
Clearly the algorithm described does not depend cm any Net\vork Layer protocol like
IP. This algorithm is also independent of the MAC sub-layer although its use is intended to
be at the MAC

sub~layer.

Efficient Topofor,,ry Lookup And Modifi1catfon
The specialized graph data structures used by the algoritlun are designed for efficient
topology lookup, offering acceptable performance over a reasonably fargc number of nodes.
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The invention claimed is:
1. A wireless mesh network comprising:
a plurality of Wi-Fi nodes in the wireless mesh network
organized in a tree shape;
an access server in data communication with the nodes,
wherein the nodes are comprised of:
one or more root access point (RAP) nodes having a
wired connection to an external network;
one or more mesh access point (MAP) nodes;
wherein a MAP node is in a data communication
with the external network through an associated
RAP node;
wherein the MAP node is in a direct wireless data
communication with a single associated parent
node, wherein the associated parent node is either
the associated RAP node, or another MAP node in
a data communication with the external network
through its associated RAP node;
wherein the MAP node automatically connects to the
associated parent node by selecting the single
associated parent node from one or more potential
parent nodes that are within a direct wireless
communication range of the MAP node and establishing a parent-child relationship with the associated parent node, process for the automatic connection comprising:
selecting a parent node from the one or more
potential parent nodes based at least in part on
one or more parent selection criteria defined by
the access server, wherein the parent node so
selected is the associated parent node; and
establishing a direct wireless data connection
between the MAP node and the associated parent node;
wherein the automatic connection process establishes the MAP node's routing path to the external
network;
the one or more parent selection criteria comprising:
a throughput value representing signal strength
between two nodes; and
a latency value representing number of hops in a
routing path;
the MAP node comprising:
one or more identifier values representing a unique
identity of the MAP node in the wireless mesh
network;
two or more radios for wirelessly communicating with
another node or a client device in the wireless mesh
network.
2. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 further comprising:
one or more network health monitoring criteria defined by
the access server, wherein the one or more network
health monitoring criteria comprises one or more of:
whether or not the associated parent node is ofl.line or
can be found in the wireless mesh network;
whether or not data can be routed to the external
network through the MAP node's routing path;
whether or not the one or more parent selection criteria
is satisfied; and
testing whether the MAP node's routing path fails to
satisfy the one or more network health monitoring
criteria;
when it is determined that the MAP node's routing path
does not meet one or more of the one or more network
health monitoring criteria, establishing a new routing
path from the MAP node to the external network by

connecting the MAP node to a new associated parent
node through the automatic connection process.
3. The wireless mesh network of claim 2 wherein the
access server further comprises causing an update to the
wireless mesh network, the update comprising one or more
of: a change to the one or more parent selection criteria, a
change to the one or more network health monitoring
criteria, and an upgrade of software or firmware residing on
at least some of the nodes.
4. The wireless mesh network of claim 2 wherein the at
least one of the one or more network health monitoring
criteria overlap with at least one of the one or more parent
selection criteria.
5. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises selecting a
potential parent node over another potential parent node
based at least in part on a comparison of their latency values.
6. The wireless mesh network of claim 5 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises selecting the
potential parent node over the another potential parent node
if the potential parent node has a lower latency value than
the another potential parent node.
7. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises selecting a
potential parent node over another potential parent node
based at least in part on a comparison of their throughput
values.
8. The wireless mesh network of claim 7 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises selecting the
potential parent node over the another potential parent node
if the potential parent node has a higher throughput value
than the another potential parent node.
9. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises not selecting
a potential parent node ifthe potential parent node's wireless
signal strength with the MAP node does not meet a threshold
throughput value defined by the access server.
10. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the
MAP node further comprises a data store having data
representing the MAP node's routing path to the external
network.
11. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the
MAP node further comprises: an ethernet port through
which a direct wired connection can be established with
another device.
12. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein the one
or more identifier values of the MAP comprises a MAC
address or an IP address.
13. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 wherein a first
radio of the MAP is adapted for communicating with the
client device and wherein a second radio is adapted for
communicating with another node.
14. The wireless mesh network of claim 13, wherein the
second radio is configurable to be used as a dual-purpose
radio for communicating with both the client and another
node.
15. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 further comprising a client device wirelessly connected to the MAP
node, wherein the client device exchanges data with the
external network through the MAP's routing path to the
external network.
16. The wireless mesh network of claim 1 further comprising one or more data types being routed through the
routing path, wherein the one or more data types include at
least two of: voice data, video data, and other data type that
is not the voice or video data; wherein routing a priority data
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type with a higher priority than another type of data, wherein
the priority data type may be one or both of: the voice data
or the video data.
17. A wireless mesh network comprising:
a plurality of Wi-Fi nodes in the wireless mesh network
organized in a tree shape;
an access server in data communication with the nodes,
wherein the nodes are comprised of:
one or more root access point (RAP) nodes having a
wired connection to an external network;
one or more mesh access point (MAP) nodes;
wherein a MAP node is in a data communication
with the external network through an associated
RAP node;
wherein the MAP node is in a direct wireless data
communication with a single associated parent
node, wherein the associated parent node is either
the associated RAP node, or another MAP node in
a data communication with the external network
through its associated RAP node;
wherein the MAP node automatically connects to the
associated parent node by selecting the single
associated parent node from one or more potential
parent nodes that are within a direct wireless
communication range of the MAP node and establishing a parent-child relationship with the associated parent node, process for the automatic connection comprising:
selecting a parent node from the one or more
potential parent nodes based at least in part on
one or more parent selection criteria defined by
the access server, wherein the parent node so
selected is the associated parent node; and
establishing a direct wireless data connection
between the MAP node and the associated parent node;
wherein the automatic connection process establishes the MAP node's routing path to the external
network;
the one or more parent selection criteria comprising:
a throughput value representing signal strength
between two nodes; and
a latency value representing number of hops in a
routing path;
the MAP node comprising:
one or more identifier values representing a unique
identity of the MAP node in the wireless mesh
network;
two or more radios for wirelessly communicating with
another node or a client device in the wireless mesh
network;
one or more network health monitoring criteria defined by
the access server, wherein the one or more network
health monitoring criteria comprises one or more of:
whether or not the associated parent node is ofl.line or
can be found in the wireless mesh network;
whether or not data can be routed to the external
network through the MAP node's routing path;
whether or not the one or more parent selection criteria
is satisfied; and
whether or not the MAP node's routing path is more
congested than a threshold load value representing
data congestion level of a routing path;
testing whether the MAP node's routing path fails to
satisfy the one or more network health monitoring
criteria;

when it is determined that the MAP node's routing path
does not meet one or more of the one or more network
health monitoring criteria, establishing a new routing
path from the MAP node to the external network by
connecting the MAP node to a new associated parent
node through the automatic connection process.
18. A wireless mesh network comprising:
a plurality of Wi-Fi nodes in the wireless mesh network
organized in a tree shape;
an access server in data communication with the nodes,
wherein the nodes are comprised of:
one or more root access point (RAP) nodes having a
wired connection to an external network;
one or more mesh access point (MAP) nodes;
wherein a MAP node is in a data communication
with the external network through an associated
RAP node;
wherein the MAP node is in a direct wireless data
communication with an a single associated parent
node, wherein the associated parent node is either
the associated RAP node, or another MAP node in
a data communication with the external network
through its associated RAP node;
wherein the MAP node automatically connects to the
associated parent node by selecting the single
associated parent node from one or more potential
parent nodes that are within a direct wireless
communication range of the MAP node and establishing a parent-child relationship with the associated parent node, process for the automatic connection comprising:
selecting a parent node from the one or more
potential parent nodes based at least in part on
one or more parent selection criteria defined by
the access server, wherein the parent node so
selected is the associated parent node; and
establishing a direct wireless data connection
between the MAP node and the associated parent node;
wherein the automatic connection process establishes the MAP node's routing path to the external
network;
the one or more parent selection criteria comprising:
a loop prevention criterion which verifies that a potential parent node's routing path to the external network does not contain the MAP node;
a throughput value representing signal strength
between two nodes; and
a latency value representing number of hops in a
routing path;
the MAP node comprising:
one or more identifier values representing a unique
identity of the MAP node in the wireless mesh
network;
two or more radios for wirelessly communicating with
another node or a client device in the wireless mesh
network.
19. The wireless mesh network of claim 18 wherein the
selection of the parent node further comprises not selecting
a potential parent node if the MAP node's potential routing
path to the external network through the potential parent
node exceeds a threshold latency value.
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